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Write: (Vocabulary) 

1. Three vegetables: _____________,  _______________,_______________ 

2. Three types of fruit: _____________,  ______________,_____________ 

Choose the correct answer: (Grammar & Vocabulary) 
1- Would you like a nice, hot________________ of tea? 

A) cup               B) can                C) bottle               D) slice               

2- This sandwich is ________________. I love it. 

A) horrible                B) bad                C) thirsty               D) delicious                
3- I’m________________ . I need some water. 

A) bottle                B) packet                C) thirsty              D) hungry                
4- Can you get me a ________________ of milk from the supermarket?  

A) glass                B) bottle                C) slice              D) cup              
5- A: Would you like some ________________? B: No. I don’t eat meat. 

A) pasta                B) chicken                C) tea              D) coffee                
6- There’s a ___________ of biscuits and some cake in the kitchen. 

A) packet               B) can               C) slice             D) bottle               
7- Is there ___________ ice cream in the fridge? 

A) a               B) many                C) some               D) any               
8- Would you like___________ sauce on your pasta? 

A) a               B) an                C) some               D) any               
9- There isn’t___________ rice in this soup. 

A) a               B) an                C) some               D) any               
10- I don’t drink ________ soft drinks. They’re not good for you. 

A) a               B) an                C) some               D) any               
11- I’d like ___________ ketchup, please. 

A) a               B) an                C) some               D) any               
12- ___________ water do you drink a day? 

A) How much                B) How many                C) Where             D) Who 
13- ___________ eggs do we need for the omelette? 

A) How much                B) How many                C) Where             D) Who 
14- We’ve got___________ can of tuna, so we can make a tuna salad. 

A) a               B) an                C) some               D) any               
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